
Answers for industry.
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SINUMERIK 808D
Outstanding performance. Simply smart. 
Perfectly tailored CNC for standard machines.



Three-year warranty*

* 2-year warranty after 2nd commissioning (final acceptance) but no longer than 3 years after initial delivery ex works

After the SINUMERIK 808D CNC has been delivered, if there are quality problems relating to components,  

such as CNC, servo drive, motor and the cable during the warranty period, Siemens will replace the part and  

the associated on-site service is free of charge.

support.automation.siemens.com
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SINUMERIK by Siemens

With SINUMERIK 808D, the latest CNC technology is now 
available for standard milling machines and lathes. It goes 
without saying that Siemens ensures that entry level also 
have the maximum degree of ruggedness. This means 
that coated electronic boards and assembly under strict 
German quality guidelines are an absolute must. With 
over 50 years of experience in CNC technology,

SINUMERIK CNCs guarantee maximum machining perfor-
mance. In fact, SINUMERIK 808D continues this long tradi-
tion by offering the latest CNC system architecture as well 
as proven CNC features. Siemens as a globally established 
CNC supplier provides significant benefits: a global sales 
and support network facilitates efficient worldwide ma- 
chine tool sales, wherever the machine will be used. 

General
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Compact, rugged, easy... 
...simply smart 

SINUMERIK 808D sets the benchmark for standard CNC with a smart, 

rugged and easy-to-use hardware concept. 

Easy to install and flexible
When it comes to assembling the machine, SINUMERIK 
808D really helps to save money. The CNC panel as well 
as the Machine Control Panel can be clamp-mounted, 
without having to drill holes and cut threads. Thanks to 
the modular concept, machine tool builders can either use 
their own machine control panel or the SINUMERIK 808D 
MCP “out of the box”. Even with the SINUMERIK MCP, key 
labeling can be perfectly adapted to the specific machine 
by replacing the slide in labeling strips. And what is really 
interesting: the MCP is connected using “plug & play” via a 
USB interface.

Rugged and user-friendly
Thanks to the panel-based CNC design, SINUMERIK 808D 
reduces the number of sensitive system interfaces to a 
minimum. SINUMERIK 808D offers a long service life, 
even under harsh environmental conditions. In addition 
to the ruggedness, SINUMERIK 808D sets itself apart as a 
result of its user-friendliness. Mechanical keys guarantee 
maximum convenience when entering parameters on a 
daily basis – and hotkeys and softkeys make CNC opera-
tion absolutely intuitive. Last but not least, data can be 
transferred via the USB port on the front panel. And what 
is really important in machining environments: full IP65 
degree of protection is guaranteed when the front cover 
is closed!

General
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…and for milling machines
With its milling version, SINUMERIK 808D Milling is the 
perfect fit for vertical machining centers. Thanks to the 
SINUMERIK MDynamics velocity control, SINUMERIK 808D 
can also be used to machine basic mold and die parts. As 
a consequence, SINUMERIK 808D represents an unbeat-
able price-performance ratio when it comes to equipping 
standard milling machine tool applications.

Tailor-made for lathes…
SINUMERIK 808D Turning offers exactly what a modern 
standard lathe requires: a high contour accuracy coupled 
with a high dynamic performance. This guarantees maxi-
mum machine productivity, especially when it comes to 
the typical mass production of turned workpieces.

Application

Maximum productivity for standard 
lathes and milling machines

SINUMERIK 808D coupled with SINAMICS drives and SIMOTICS motors brings your machine tool 

up to speed. The latest CNC technology opens up unparalleled potential for turning and milling 

workpieces – even for standard machines.
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Optimal view:
•	 7.5“ LCD color display with 

640x480 resolution

Communicative:
•	USB interface at the front 

panel supports USB memory 
stick and USB PC keyboard

Rugged:
•	 Panel-based CNC design
•	 IP65 degree of protection 

at the front

User-friendly:
•	 Technology-specific keyboard 

layout
•	Hard keys with protective foil

Easy to operate:
•	MCP with rotary switches for 

feed and spindle override
•	 LED tool number display

Easy to mount and maintain:
•	Durable buffer battery
•	 Clamp mounting of PPU and MCP

Optimally connected:
Rear side ports
•	USB for MCP
•	 RS232C
•	Distributed and onboard I/O
•	 Setpoint to feed axes and spindle
•	 Spindle encoder
•	 Fast I/O, e.g. for probe
•	Handwheel
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…and there is even more
SINUMERIK 808D also features an intelligent jerk limita-
tion function. This bell-profile acceleration characteristic 
not only guarantees smooth path behavior, but also re- 
duces the stress on the machine mechanical system. In 
conjunction with feed forward control in the SINAMICS 
V60 feed drive, SINUMERIK 808D guarantees maximum 
workpiece precision.

80-bit NANOFP accuracy
Using state-of-the-art software and hardware architecture, 
the SINUMERIK 808D control calculates with an 80-bit 
floating point accuracy – making it absolutely unique. This 
eliminates internal rounding errors and guarantees maxi-
mum contour precision. As a result of the 80-bit NANOFP 
accuracy, SINUMERIK 808D offers a calculation accuracy 
in the nanometer range – even far beyond what a high-
end machine tool can achieve.

CNC functions

Surprisingly dynamic performance and 
precision for standard machines

Packed with innovative CNC features, SINUMERIK 808D offers unbeatable workpiece  

accuracy, which is usually only expected from high-end CNC systems.

SINUMERIK 808D 80-bit NANOFP accuracy Jerk limitation
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Milling functions
What is the biggest challenge for a milling machine? Mold 
and die applications of course. In order to allow free 
forms to be machined, SINUMERIK 808D features the 
same state-of-the-art SINUMERIK MDynamics path control 
as the bigger SINUMERIK controllers. Innovative “look-
ahead” algorithms calculate forward and backward path 
motion in the same way. This means that perfectly 
smooth workpiece surfaces can be achieved when carry-
ing out line-by-line milling of molds. Thanks to SINUMERIK 
MDynamics, SINUMERIK 808D can be used to machine 
basic mold and die applications with standard vertical 
machining centers.

Turning functions
When it comes to the typical mass production of ma- 
chined parts on standard lathes, SINUMERIK 808D is at its 
best in terms of performance. Especially with mass pro-
duction, every second counts and non-productive times 
have a tremendous impact on productivity. To reduce 
these non-productive times, SINUMERIK 808D features, 
for example, a flying changeover from spindle to C-axis 
mode without the spindle coming to a standstill. It also 
offers many technology cycles for all kinds of grooves, 
which is a typical cutting element in turning applications.

CNC functions

Turning and milling features 
from the technology leader

As SINUMERIK 808D is a full member of the SINUMERIK CNC system family, technological 

features are available which guarantee maximum performance even for demanding turning 

and milling applications.

Feed

N1 N12
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Input from USB PC keyboard 
Do you still feel uncomfortable about entering an NC program on the NC? 
This is not a problem for SINUMERIK 808D. After connecting the USB key-
board to SINUMERIK 808D, you can easily enter the NC program using the 
USB PC keyboard.

PC-style file handling
Remember the days when part programs were in a linear memory and 
names were cryptic numbers? With SINUMERIK 808D, this is a thing of  
the past. Part programs can have readable names and the CNC memory 
can be easily structured by using subfolders. Just like a PC.

Convenient shortcuts
In order to open the most commonly used HMI screens, such as the tool 
offset list or the Program Manager, SINUMERIK 808D offers hotkeys on the 
operator panel. Furthermore, HMI features are linked to convenient short-
cut keys. With Ctrl+P for instance, screenshots from the HMI can be stored 
as bitmaps on the memory stick or Ctrl+S generates a complete CNC sys-
tem backup file.

Operation

Operation just like a PC

Today’s PCs couldn’t be more user-friendly. But what about your CNC? 

To offer you the same look and feel as a PC, SINUMERIK 808D with 

its SINUMERIK Operate BASIC user interface provides many helpful 

features.

ALT S

CTRL S

PCTRL
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Intelligent JOG
The common JOG mode is certainly not adequate when it comes to pre- 
paring the machining job. As a consequence, SINUMERIK 808D offers addi-
tional intelligent JOG features: a fully graphically supported tool and work-
piece probing and cutting cycles. These allow blank parts to be prepared 
without having to create a part program. Also simple machine functions, 
such as coolant on/off or the selection of the spindle gear, can be man-
aged without having to key-in cryptic G codes.

Tool handling
Precise tool data handling is very important in order to guarantee maxi-
mum process reliability. As a consequence, SINUMERIK 808D offers clearly 
structured and intuitive tool handling. Tools are displayed with easy-to-
understand tool icons and tool wear data can be entered so that errors 
are completely ruled out.

Chinese characters can be entered
What makes the life of a Chinese operator easier? Not only a Chinese 
operator interface! SINUMERIK 808D also allows Chinese characters to 
be directly entered at the operator panel. This allows the operator to 
define part program and subfolder names as well as CNC part program 
comments with Chinese characters.

Operation

Optimum support for 
day-to-day operations

The machining process itself is not the only influencing factor when it comes to the overall 

productivity. The setup time also plays a role: For example, determining zero offsets or tool 

dimensions are decisive for the overall machining time. SINUMERIK 808D offers a whole 

raft of intelligent features to reduce these non-productive times.
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ISO style CNC programming
SINUMERIK 808D offers the common ISO code programming language. 
This allows operators familiar with other ISO-based CNC systems to quickly 
make a transition to SINUMERIK 808D. In addition to the standard G codes, 
such as G01, G02, canned cycles like G81 or G74 are also available. If an 
operator requires more technological features, the standard ISO codes can 
be mixed with high-level SINUMERIK CNC commands. This makes it easy to 
explore and understand the wealth of technological features provided by 
SINUMERIK 808D.

SINUMERIK high-level CNC language
In addition to the standard ISO codes, SINUMERIK 808D also offers the 
SINUMERIK high-level CNC language, which has established itself around 
the world. This dramatically extends the technological scope as well as the 
flexibility. In addition to standard G codes, readable CNC commands for 
calculations and coordinate transformations are provided. A wide range of 
technology cycles is available in the form of programGUIDE BASIC. Fully 
graphic input screens perfectly support the entry of technology cycle 
parameters.

CNC programming

A global player

When it comes to globally marketing machine tools, different styles of CNC programming are 

required. On one hand, some operators still use ISO style CNC programming. On the other hand, 

certain industries, such as the automotive industry or operators who need more flexibility and 

technological features, request a more modern CNC programming language. To address these 

demands, SINUMERIK 808D features two different styles of CNC programming.
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Maximum technology
With programGUIDE BASIC, SINUMERIK 808D offers the widest range of 
technology cycles in its class – from a fully fledged contour turning cycle 
through cycles for thread turning, grooving to various drilling, boring, tap-
ping and milling cycles. Drilling and milling cycles can be easily linked to a 
variety of position patterns. Even mold and die applications can be param-
eterized using a high-speed setting cycle. By using graphical input screens, 
the programGUIDE BASIC cycles can be intuitively programmed without 
requiring any paper documentation. In addition, SINUMERIK 808D offers 
the full range of ISO canned cycles for drilling, milling and turning. This 
guarantees maximum support of technology cycles for all types of CNC 
programming.

Best programming support
Using an integrated contour computer, even complex contours can be 
directly created at the CNC without requiring a CAD/CAM system. The con-
tour computer automatically calculates partly defined contour elements. 
In order to guarantee maximum process reliability, SINUMERIK 808D offers 
a powerful simulation routine. With its “solid graphics”, the simulation per-
fectly displays how the blank part is machined and material removed. The 
simulation can be used to check the program prior to machining and dur-
ing machining in order to display the tool path when it is difficult to see 
the machining operation, for example, as a result of coolant or spray mist.

Manual Machine plus
The Manual Machine plus (MM+) option paves the way for the transition 
from conventional machine to CNC programming. A machine equipped 
with this function can be operated using handwheels in the same way as 
a conventional machine, but with all the benefits of CNC-aided technology 
cycles.

CNC programming

Maximum technology and 
CNC programming support 

With a wide range of technology cycles, SINUMERIK 808D offers a best-in-class technological 

performance. CNC programs can be very efficiently generated thanks to intelligent help features 

such as a contour computer or powerful CNC program simulation.
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Easy commissioning
The startup assistant of SINUMERIK 808D startGUIDE features a fully 
graphically guided input help for commissioning parameters. This 
reduces the 1st commissioning and 2nd commissioning times to an 
absolute minimum.

Self-promoting
By pressing Ctrl + D, the sales assistant of SINUMERIK 808D startGUIDE 
presents a slide show with the highlights of the SINUMERIK 808D. This 
perfectly supports the machine tool sales organization. And what is even 
more helpful: the slide show can be expanded to include sales arguments 
for the machine itself by the machine tool builders or dealers. This means 
that SINUMERIK 808D is the only CNC in the world that helps to promote 
the machine tool on its own!

Online help and diagnostics

startGUIDE – best-in-class 
onboard assistant

With startGUIDE, SINUMERIK 808D offers a unique feature to learn, 

explore and simplify state-of-the-art CNC machining operations at 

the push of a button. Thus, valuable training time can be reduced 

to a minimum.
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Online help
For all CNC system parameters – from CNC commands through system 
variables to system alarms –, additional information is obtained by simply 
pushing a button. This perfectly supports the operation, programming 
and commissioning of SINUMERIK 808D. The online help also explains 
the meanings of system alarms in case this is required.

Ladder viewer
The onboard PLC ladder viewer not only helps when programming the PLC. 
It is also an important instrument when it comes to troubleshooting me- 
chanical defects in machine components.

Service planner
SINUMERIK 808D perfectly supports the management of typical machine 
maintenance tasks such as checking the lubrication or maintaining the 
spindle. Integrated as a system feature, the machine tool builder can easily 
define maintenance tasks without requiring any complex PLC application.

Online help and diagnostics

Best diagnostics – just in case

Troubleshooting is an important factor to resume production in the case of machine 

faults. SINUMERIK 808D provides perfect support in identifying and rectifying faults 

without requiring a PC.
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Flexible PLC concept
SINUMERIK 808D is equipped with a ready-to-run PLC program. This helps 
to reduce the PLC commissioning to a minimum for standard machine 
types. In order to increase the degree of flexibility, the onboard PLC pro-
gram can be either adapted or replaced by a fully customized PLC program. 
In the case of customized PLC programs, maximum flexibility is guaranteed 
by having modern features such as function and data blocks as well as a 
wide range of PLC instructions. The powerful offline PLC programming tool 
not only offers maximum programming convenience, but also features a 
ladder viewer with online status display for very effective program testing 
and debugging.

Intelligent PLC I/O concept
Wiring PLC inputs and outputs is a decisive cost factor when building the 
cabinet. This is why SINUMERIK 808D offers a centralized and decentral-
ized PLC I/O concept. Devices located close to the operator panel can be 
directly connected to the central PLC I/O on the CNC panel. For decentral-
ized devices, terminal strip converters can be located in the cabinet, con-
nected via ribbon cable to the CNC panel.

Commissioning

From ready-to-run to full flexibility

The PLC has a decisive role to play in terms of increasing productivity. Non-productive times 

(when changing tools, for example) need to be kept to a minimum. This is why the SINUMERIK 808D 

is equipped with an interface control that is designed to help your machine tool achieve maximum 

performance.
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Customized HMI
Organization of machine components or the display of the mechanical 
status of a tool changer – customized screens will help to enhance the 
usability of a machine tool. For customized HMI screens, SINUMERIK 808D 
offers the optimum open architecture interface. Single screens or menu 
trees can be added to the existing SINUMERIK Operate BASIC HMI. Screens 
can consist of several bitmaps and allow any system or user-defined CNC 
or PLC variables to be accessed. And for screen changes? No problem, cus-
tomer cycles as well as your own menus can be directly linked to the exist-
ing SINUMERIK menu trees.

Specific user-cycle support screen
And what about customized cycles? No problem: the SINUMERIK high-level 
CNC language offers a wide range of CNC commands in order to realize 
very flexible customer cycles. And the best is yet to come: SINUMERIK 
808D also provides an open architecture interface that allows you to cre-
ate customized support screens for the programGUIDE editor. This inter-
face allows input screens to be created, with individual parameters and 
individual help bitmaps for each parameter.

Commissioning

Create your own user interface

What differentiates your machine from your competitor’s machine? In addition to technological 

machine features, a customized CNC can represent a decisive success factor. To achieve this 

differentiation, SINUMERIK 808D has an open architecture that lends itself to this level of 

customization.
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SINAMICS V60-controlled Power Modules
With its closed-loop speed and current control, SINAMICS V60 CPM60.1 
is perfectly tailored for cost-effective but powerful feed axes. The rugged 
fanless design with coated boards can even withstand harsh conditions. 
With its standardized interfaces and connectors, SINAMICS V60 can be eas-
ily installed without expert know-how and special tools. Parameters can be 
set without requiring any PC tool using an integrated 7-segment display. 
The motor data are preset in our factory and only need to be optimized for 
special applications. With its integrated relay contacts for drive signals and 
a motor brake, cabinet costs can be significantly reduced.

SIMOTICS 1FL5 feed motors
SIMOTICS 1FL5 servomotors guarantee maximum availability together with 
high dynamic performance and precision. Rugged military type connectors 
guarantee a perfect and rugged connection. SIMOTICS 1FL5 motors can be 
ordered with an integrated motor brake.

Performance data SINAMICS V60 CPM60.1
•	 Rated output current: 4A, 6A, 7A or 10A
•	 Pulse-/direction interface to the CNC
•	 Closed-loop position, speed and current control
•	 Integrated motor brake control

Performance data SIMOTICS 1FL5
•	 Rated torque: 4 Nm; 6 Nm; 7.7 Nm or 10 Nm
•	 Rated speed: 2,000 rpm
•	 TTL encoder with 2,500 ppr 

(13-bit resolution with pulse multiplication)

Feed drive solution

Optimum machine precision

The performance and accuracy of the CNC control can only be fully utilized when power is optimally 

transferred to the machine axes. This is where SINAMICS V60 drive modules teamed up with the 

SIMOTICS 1FL5 feed motors come in, offering a high level of performance and precision.
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SIMOTICS 1LE1 standard motors
SIMOTICS 1LE1 standard motors feature high efficiency, high service 
life due to reinforced bearing shields and minimum space require-
ment due to rotors employing highly conductive materials.

Performance data SIMOTICS 1LE1
•	 Rated power: 4, 5.5, 7.5, 11 or 15 kW
•	 Rated speed: 1,500 rpm
•	 Efficiency grade 2 according to GB18613-2006 and efficiency 

class IE2 according to IEC 60034-30

SINAMICS G120 Power Modules
With its energy recovery capability, SINAMICS G120 sets the standard for 
powerful and energy-efficient spindle solutions. A powerful cooling con-
cept and coated boards guarantee a long service life. The system can be 
easily commissioned without any PC tools using a mobile operator panel. 
Drive parameter once set in a prototype machine can be easily cloned to 
series machines using an MMC card.

Performance data SINAMICS G120
•	 Integrated energy recovery capability
•	 Rated power: 5.5, 7.5, 11 or 15 kW
•	Analog +/– 10 V interface to the CNC
•	Motor temperature sensor input

Spindle drive solution

Maximum energy efficiency 
for spindles

How is power transmitted in a machine tool? Of course, through the spindle. As a consequence, 

the spindle drive plays a decisive role when it comes to saving energy. The SINAMICS G120 spindle 

drive with its energy recovery function is the optimum answer to guarantee maximum energy 

efficiency.
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Best warranty in class
Siemens offers a maximum 36-month1) material warranty 
and free on-site service period for all SINUMERIK 808D 
systems and the corresponding drive, motor and addi-
tional components from Siemens. Your advantage: Com-
ponent faults are resolved free of charge, also at the end- 
customer’s site. Further details are available at:

www.siemens.de/automation/rsv

www.siemens.com/automation/rsc

Close to the customer
Siemens as a global CNC technology company offers maxi-
mum coverage with technical support, service locations 
and stocks of spare parts.
•	 Technical support in more than 25 regions worldwide 

in the local language
•	 Spares and repair contacts in more than 70 regions 

worldwide
•	 Field service in more than 60 regions worldwide

Know-how from the technology leader
Siemens as the leader in CNC technology offers machine 
tool builders optimum support with its “SINUMERIK Appli-
cation Center”. This helps achieve maximum performance 
and precision of machine tool applications.

For urgent cases, a hotline that is accessible worldwide 
takes care of all machine tool problems.

Our SINUMERIK training program sets itself apart due to 
the high practical content. Simply visit our SITRAIN web 
portal at www.sitrain.com, and select the optimum train-
ing course that addresses all your needs.

The system 1) 24 months after end-user notification, maximum 36 months after 
ex works delivery.

A perfect system
SINUMERIK 808D, SINAMICS drives, SIMOTICS motors and their associated accessories are a 

well-rehearsed team. This perfectly coordinated motion control system guarantees optimum 

workpiece quality combined with minimum machining times.

USB stick 
& keyboard

Ribbon cable

Terminal 
strip converter

PLC 
process signals

Notebook

*)Only for milling version

Digital tool probe*)

PPU141.1

RS232C 

USB

Handwheels

Pulse / direction interface

SINAMICS 
G120

SINAMICS 
V60 

CPM60.1

SINAMICS 
V60 

CPM60.1

SINAMICS 
V60 

CPM60.1

1LE1 
standard 

motor

1FL5 
synchronous 
feed motor

1FL5 
synchronous 
feed motor

1FL5 
synchronous 
feed motor

Analog +/– 10 V

TTL Spindle 
encoder

MCP
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Just like a real SINUMERIK 808D
SINUMERIK 808D offers a real SINUMERIK CNC kernel and 
a real SINUMERIK Operate BASIC operator interface. This 
allows fully-fledged CNC operation and CNC programming 
on a PC. With its fully operable software-based machine 
control panel, SINUMERIK 808D has the same look and 
feel as a real machine.

A perfect tool for…
…easy learning and professional training, identical CNC 
offline programming as well as professional CNC presen- 
tations.

And the best is yet to come
The fully-fledged SINUMERIK 808D running on PC soft-
ware can be downloaded at no charge.

www.cnc4you.siemens.com

SINUMERIK 808D on PC

Run your SINUMERIK 808D on a PC

SINUMERIK 808D on PC offers learning, training and offline programming that is completely 

identical to a real SINUMERIK 808D – free of charge!
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CNC performance data (excerpt)

SINUMERIK 808D

Turning Milling

System performance

Basic quantity of axes/spindles 3 4

Additional axis ○ –

Maximum configuration axes/spindle 4 4

Maximum number of interpolationg axes 3 3

Pulse/direction interface to spindle drives ● ●

+/– 10 V analog interface to feed drives ● ●

Minimum block cycle time ~ 12 ms ~ 4 ms

Onboard CNC user memory 1.25 MB 1.25 MB

CNC user memory extension using USB stick ● ●

Probe interfaces – 1

Number of handwheel interfaces 2 2

SINUMERIK 808D MCP ○ ○

CNC functions

80-bit NANOFP accuracy ● ●

Maximum number of tools/cutting edges 64/128 64/128

Number of settable zero offsets 6 6

Asynchronous subroutines ASUB ● ●

Acceleration with jerk limitation ● ●

Look Ahead (number of blocks) 1 50

SINUMERIK MDynamics – ●

Manual Machine plus (MM+) ○ –

Flying spindle / C-axis switchover ● ●

Backlash and leadscrew compensation ● ●

Thread cutting with constant or variable pitch ● ●

Linear / circular / helix / feed-rate interpolation ● ●

Block search with calculation (T, S, F, M, Position) ● ●

Rigid Tapping ● ●

Constant cutting speed (G96) ● –

Metric / inch unit ● ●

Real-time clock ● ●

Alarm log ● ●

Access protection level support 3 3

●	basic	scope										○	software	/	hardware	option										–	not	available

CNC performance data
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CNC performance data (excerpt)

CNC performance data

SINUMERIK 808D

Turning Milling

CNC programming and operation

SINUMERIK style programming language (DIN 66025 and high-level language expansion) ● ●

ISO code CNC programming language with canned cycles ● ●

programGUIDE BASIC programming support for technology cycles ● ●

programGUIDE BASIC technology cycles for drilling and milling – ●

programGUIDE BASIC technology cycles for turning ● –

Simulation in plane display with tool tip path ● ●

Simulation in plane display with material removal ● ●

Simultaneous recording (real-time simulation of current machining operation) ● ●

Contour computer ● ●

SINUMERIK Operate BASIC HMI with softkey operation ● ●

SINUMERIK 808D startGUIDE ● ●

PC-style program editor with cut/copy/paste functionality ● ●

Program management with subfolders ● ●

Readable names for part programs and subfolders ● ●

T, S, M function in jog mode ● ●

Graphically guided tool measuring in JOG ● ●

Graphically guided workpiece measurement in JOG ● ●

Face milling / stock removal cycle in jog mode – ●

PLC functions

Integrated PLC based on SIMATIC S7-200 ● ●

Pre-configured / fully customizable PLC program ● ●

PLC ladder viewer on board ● ●

Processing time per PLC command 0.05 µs 0.05 µs

Maximum number of PLC ladder steps 6,000 6,000

Number of digital I/O 72/48 72/48

Commissioning and service functions

Service planner ● ●

Customizable HMI screens ● ●

Customizable user cycles ● ●

Context-sensitive online help ● ●

CNC simulation software

SINUMERIK 808D on PC (download free of charge) ○ ○

●	basic	scope										○	software	/	hardware	option										–	not	available
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